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NOTE: The Oracle Portal should only be used to access

documents from NABORS COPRORATE SERVICES,

NABORS ALASKA, NABORS CANADA or SANAD Operating Units. 

To access documents from any other Nabors entity (NLF2, Canrig

etc.) the User should log in to the NSG portal.
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If an invoice is being created and the Remit To Site is not populated or contains 

incorrect site info the User can search for the correct Remit Site by selecting the 

Search Option icon. 
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The search option is similar to all of the Oracle searches.  The Search By field is 

already populated with the search criteria. In this case the User will be able to 

search by Remit To site name, by the Remit To address info or the field can be 

left blank.  Leaving the fields blank will cause the search results to include all 

active pay sites.
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Using the Remit To site name as a search criteria will return results similar to the 

following
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Using the Address as a search criteria will return results similar to the following
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NOTE:  Oracle uses the % sign as a wild card search feature.  This is true in 

any time the search option is used.
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Leaving the search field blank will return results similar to the following
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Once the correct Remit To site by using one of the noted searches, the User will 

the be able to select the correct site by clicking on the Quick Select button              

to the left of the selected site.
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Once selected the field will populate on the invoice and the User will be able to 

complete the header info on the electronic invoice.


